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A Powerhouse for the AV Professional! 

Arrive® provides innovative hardware and software platforms that offer unified communications & collaboration (UC&C) and 
networked media solutions (NMS). Arrive’s transformational technology architecture called “Edgeless Media®“(EM) is based on the 
reality that in today’s “cloud connected world” devices no longer perform functions that are just constrained within the box, nor 
within the physically defined schematic geometry.

Atlas Sound manufactures communications products for the commercial, broadcast, industrial, institutional, security, custom 
installation (home), and music markets. Its catalog of products includes sound reinforcement systems; emergency communications 
systems; intercom/telecom products; residential infrared electronics; sound masking systems; IP addressable public address system 
technology, electronicequipment cabinetry; indoor/outdoor loudspeaker systems; microphone stands, and accessories.

Founded in 1922, Tripp Lite is a dynamic, forward-thinking company with a strong commitment to the success and satisfaction of 
its business partners and customers. For more than 90 years, our company has been meeting and mastering the challenges of an 
ever-evolving business environment. Today, Tripp Lite offers more than 2,500 products, ranging from network-grade UPS systems to 
cables for every application.

WESCO Distribution is a leader in industrial supply with an extensive offering of electrical, data communications, general 
maintenance, repair, and operating (MRO) and electrical OEM products. We are more than just an electrical distributor; we are a 
company of procurement specialists, helping customers lower supply chain costs, increase efficiency through WESCO Value Creation 
and save energy with green and sustainability initiatives. 

Niveo Technology is a range of high quality computer AV networking products, designed in Europe. Backed by over 15 years of 
industry experience, all products are conceived, designed and perfected by a dedicated team of industry professionals in Europe.
Niveo Professional is not a “One size fits all” IT product vendor that is sold in the corner shop. The Niveo Professional portfolio is 
specifically designed for the Custom Install market and build.

PanelCrafters designs and manufactures custom wall plates and panels for a wide range of technology applications. From corporate
and industry to education as well as government and residential, our products provide high-quality solutions for your device-
to-device or device-to-control connections. The PanelCrafters® line of plates and panels have been developed with Audio/Video 
designers, integrators and installers in mind.

For over six decades, PPC’s professional broadband, telecom, and satellite products have delivered signal behind the walls of over
100 million homes. Today, the quality/bandwidth demands of HD home theatre drive a new consumer quest for professional-grade
connections from the wall to the system. Recognizing that desire, PPC® created the Perfect Path™ line of in-home cable and 
connections, finally completing a Perfect entertainment signal from its cable/satellite inception to the back of the HDTV.

TVC Communications, a Division of WESCO Distribution, Inc., delivers the products and technical support to build today’s 
communications infrastructure. We are backed by close working relationships with top manufacturers and have a deep 
understanding of the applications and technology behind the products we sell. TVC has proven itself to be a valued partner to both 
the broadband cable and telecommunications industries. 

A brand of Liberty AV Solutions since 2010, Intelix has been manufacturing award-winning technology for more than 20 years. 
Originally dedicated to the professional audio and live sound markets, Intelix has evolved into a leading provider of commercial 
install, custom install, digital signage, and video distribution technology. Design with Intelix and design with intelligence.

Liberty AV Solutions is proud to announce the re-birth of Digitalinx. A revamped and growing product line exclusively featuring 
simple, elegant digital solutions at a shockingly affordable price point. We get it, time is money. Why not finish an install in record 
time, and save money while doing it? Featuring HDMI extenders that can be powered from either end, slim enough to get mounted 
behind a flat panel, and boasting features like ethernet pass-through, Digitalinx products don’t sacrifice technology for price. 

Founded in 1972, Communications Supply Corporation (CSC), a subsidiary of WESCO International, Inc. (NYSE: WCC) distributes a 
wide range of data communications and security solutions from the industry’s leading manufacturers. Together, CSC and WESCO 
form the largest data communications, security and electrical network in North America with nine distribution centers, over 475 
full-service branches and an international network designed to scale. 

.
Celerity Technologies develops high performance, easy to use fiber optic products for residential and commercial AV systems. 
Celerity’s first breakthrough innovation, Detachable Fiber Optic HDMI has become successful with professional AV installers for 
single and multi-room video systems. Celerity’s sleek, thin fiber optic cable with detachable connectors and high bandwidth makes 
it easy for installation and provides the ultimate video performance.

Safety is all we do and it is all we’ve ever done. Headquartered in Madison, Wisconsin, Conney Safety is one of the largest 
distributors of products and equipment designed to help keep people safe in the workplace. Conney is relatively unique in that 
safety is all we sell. This combination of size and specialization brings you powerful advantages. Our Certified Safety Professionals 
have helped customers in thousands of situations. A call to Conney can save you hours of research.

Whether you are working in a residential or commercial environment. Liberty offers a wide variety of AV Fiber Solutions which are 
designed to keep you both competitive and profitable. No matter how complex or simple your installation needs are, Liberty has 
the expertise to provide you with the right products and information for both your fiber optic cable, custom or molded fiber optic 
assembly and fiber opticconnector needs.
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